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The purpose of this department is to give sufficient information about the subject matter of
each publication to enable users to decide whether to read it. It is our intention to cover all
books, articles, and other materials in the field.
Books for abstracting and eventual review should be sent to this department. Materials
should be sent to Glen Van Brummelen, Bennington College, Bennington, VT 05201,
U.S.A. (E-mail: gvanbrum@bennington.edu)
Readers are invited to send reprints, autoabstracts, corrections, additions, and notices
of publications that have been overlooked. Be sure to include complete bibliographic
information, as well as transliteration and translation for non-European languages. We need
volunteers willing to cover one or more journals for this department.
In order to facilitate reference and indexing, entries are given abstract numbers which
appear at the end following the symbol #. A triple numbering system is used: the first
number indicates the volume, the second the issue number, and the third the sequential
number within that issue. For example, the abstracts for Volume 20, Number 1, are
numbered: 20.1.1, 20.1.2, 20.1.3, etc.
For reviews and abstracts published in Volumes 1 through 13 there are an author index
in Volume 13, Number 4, and a subject index in Volume 14, Number 1.
The initials in parentheses at the end of an entry indicate the abstractor. In this issue there
are abstracts by Francine Abeles (Kean, NJ), Timothy B. Carroll (Ypsilanti, MI), Herbert
Kasube (Peoria, IL), Gary Stoudt (Indiana, PA), and Glen Van Brummelen.
Abattouy, Mohammed. Greek Mechanics in Arabic Context: Tha¯bit ibn Qurra, al-Isfiza¯rı¯ and the
Arabic Transitions of Aristotelian and Euclidean Mechanics, Science in Context 14 (1–2) (2001),
179–247. Investigates the textual tradition of works by Aristotle and Euclid in Islam, using texts edited
by al-Kha¯zinı¯ and proofs of the law of the lever by pseudo-Aristotle, Tha¯bit ibn Qurra, and al-Isfiza¯rı¯.
(GVB)
#30.3.1
Abgrall, Philippe. Une Contribution d’al-Qu¯hı¯ à l’Analyse Géométrique, Arabic Sciences and
Philosophy 12 (1) (2002), 53–89. This is a republication, but with a French translation, of an Arabic text
whose editio princeps has been previously published with an English translation [J. Lennart Berggren
and Glen Van Brummelen, Suhayl 2 (2001), 161–198]. The reviewer, J. Lennart Berggren, takes issue
with part of Abgrall’s explanations. See Mathematical Reviews 2003c:01009. (TBC) #30.3.2
0315-0860/2003 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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382 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 30 (2003) 381–403Ackroyd, J.A.D. Sir George Cayley, the Father of Aeronautics. I. The Invention of the Aeroplane,
Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 56 (2) (2002), 167–181. Cayley created the aeroplane
concept in 1799 and measured wing lift and flew his first glider in 1804. (GVB) #30.3.3
Adam, John. See #30.3.30.
Adyan, S.I. The Wizard of Fundamental Mathematical Constructions (On the Centenary of the
Birth of Academician P.S. Novikov) [in Russian], Rossiı˘skaya Akademiya Nauk. Vestnik 71 (10) (2001),
922–927. This article contains a description of Novikov’s most prominent mathematical results and
important events in his life. See the review by Roger L. Cooke in Mathematical Reviews 2003c:01042.
(TBC)
#30.3.4
Agazzi, Evandro. The Conceptual Meaning of Boolean Logic [in Italian], in Evandro Agazzi and
Nikla Vassallo, eds., George Boole: Philosophy, Logic, Mathematics [in Italian] (Milan: Franco Angeli,
1998), pp. 33–45. Mathematical logic is understood as a mathematically constructed logic, as opposed to
the logic of mathematics, in Boole’s Mathematical Analysis of Logic; yet Boole never considered logic
to be a branch of mathematics. (GVB) #30.3.5
Angelelli, Ignacio. See #30.3.55.
Archangel’skii, A.V. Notes on the History of General Topology in Russia, Topology Proceedings 25
(Spring) (2000), 353–395. This paper describes the period 1955–1976 in Russia and focuses upon the
achievements of Arkhangel’skii and his collaborators and students. See the review by Roman Duda in
Mathematical Reviews 2003c:01029. (TBC) #30.3.6
Artmann, Benno. See #30.3.27.
Bain, Jonathan. See #30.3.93.
Ball, J.M.; and James, R.D. The Scientific Life and Influence of Clifford Ambrose Truesdell III,
Archive for Rational Mechanics and Analysis 161 (1) (2002), 1–26. In addition to his dominant work in
continuum mechanics, he founded three journals (including Archive for History of Exact Sciences) and
was an outstanding historian of science. (GVB) #30.3.7
Barbeau, E.J. See #30.3.138.
Bays, Timothy. On Tarski on Models, Journal of Symbolic Logic 66 (4) (2001), 1701–1726. This
article concerns the disputes that have arisen from Tarski’s 1936 paper “On the Concept of Logical
Consequence.” The disputes that the author writes about in this paper are of a strictly historical, and not
mathematical, nature. See the review by E. Mendelson in Mathematical Reviews 2003c:03002. (TBC)
#30.3.8
Becˇvárˇ, Jindrˇich; and Fuchs, Eduard, eds. Man—Art—Mathematics [in Czech], Prague: Prometheus,
1996, 189 pp. This collection of nine papers derives from lectures from the Summer Schools on the
History of Mathematics held in ˇCerven in 1996. Most of the papers will be abstracted separately. (GVB)
#30.3.9
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 30 (2003) 381–403 383Becˇvárˇ, Jindrˇich; and Fuchs, Eduard, eds. Mathematics Throughout the Ages, I [in Czech], Prague:
Prometheus, 1998, 218 pp. This collection of 14 papers, mostly in Czech, covers a wide variety of topics.
Some of the articles will be abstracted separately. See also #30.3.12. (GVB) #30.3.10
Becˇvárˇ, Jindrˇich; and Fuchs, Eduard, eds. Mathematics in the 16th and 17th Centuries [in Czech],
Prague: Prometheus, 1999, 321 pp. A collection of papers from the Third Seminar of History of
Mathematics, held in Jevicˇko in August 1997. Some of the papers will be abstracted individually. (GVB)
#30.3.11
Becˇvárˇ, Jindrˇich; and Fuchs, Eduard, eds. Mathematics Throughout the Ages, II [in Czech], Prague:
Prometheus, 2001, 267 pp. This collection of 15 papers, mostly in Czech, covers a wide variety of topics.
Some of the articles will be abstracted separately. See also #30.3.10. (GVB) #30.3.12
Becˇvárˇová, Martina. On the History of the Association, 1862–1869 [in Czech], Prague: Prometheus,
1999, 138 + xvii pp. The Club for Free Lectures in Mathematics and Physics, founded in 1862, was the
precursor to the Association of Czech Mathematicians and Physicists. This short monograph discusses
the Association and the lives and works of its four founders: Gebriel Blažek, Josef Finger, Joself Rudolf
Vanˇaus, and Josef Laun. (GVB) #30.3.13
Beeley, Philip A. See #30.3.42.
Berggren, J. Lennart. See #30.3.2, #30.3.41, and #30.3.114.
Bergia, Silvio; and Navarro, Luis. On the Early History of Einstein’s Quantization Rule of 1917,
Archives Internationales d’Histoire des Sciences 50 (145) (2000), 321–373. S. Bergia and L. Navarro
observe that Einstein’s 1917 generalization of the quantization rules by A. Sommerfeld (1916) and
P.S. Epstein (1916) has no great resonance in the history of old quantum theory. See the review by
H. Treder in Mathematical Reviews 2003b:01033. (HEK) #30.3.14
Berndt, Bruce C.; and Rankin, Robert, eds. Ramanujan: Essays and Surveys, Providence, RI:
American Mathematical Society/London: London Mathematical Society, 2001. An anthology of
writings about Ramanujan, some technical and some nontechnical. For example, some entries discuss
Ramanujan’s family record, his illness, and the life of his widow. See the review by Freeman J. Dyson in
Mathematical Reviews 2003a:01024. (GSS) #30.3.15
Biard, Joël. See #30.3.40.
Binev, Peter G. See #30.3.152.
Bogolyubov, A.N.; and Matvievskaya, G.P. Vsevolod Ivanovich Romanovskiı˘. 1879–1954, Moscow:
Nauka, 1997, 160 pp. Romanovskiı˘ specialized in probability and mathematical statistics, and was one
of the founders of Tashkent University. (GVB) #30.3.16
Bogolyubov, O.M., ed. The Institute of Mathematics. Outlines of its Development [in Ukrainian],
Kiev: Natsı¯onal’na Akademı¯ya Nauk Ukraïni, 1997, 248 pp. This history of the founding of the Institute
of Mathematics of the National Academy of Sciences sheds light on the lives and work of many of the
mathematicians who were associated with it. (GVB) #30.3.17
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Tagebücher. Band 9. Teil 2 [Bernard Bolzano—Collected Works. Series II. Nachlass B. Scientific Diaries.
Vol. 9. Part 2], edited and with a foreword by Bob van Rootselaar and Anna van der Lugt, Stuttgart:
Friedrich Frommann Verlag Günther Holzboog GmbH & Co., 2001, 183 pp. This is volume 2B 9/2 in
the collected works of Bernard Bolzano and provides a transcription of a mathematical “day book” in
which he kept a record of what he was reading. See the review by Joseph W. Dauben in Mathematical
Reviews 2003c:01057. (TBC) #30.3.18
Booth, A.D. See #30.3.126.
Borella, Vincent. Les Écrits Épistémologiques de Poincaré, Obstacles á la Diffusion de la Relativité?
Revue d’Histoire des Sciences 55 (1) (2002), 45–81. Although Poincaré explained to a nonspecialist
audience the early 20th-century crisis in physics, his writings did not prepare the reader to understand or
accept the principle of relativity. (GVB) #30.3.19
Born, G.V.R. The Wide-Ranging Family History of Max Born, Notes and Records of the Royal
Society of London 56 (2) (2002), 219–262. This article by Max Born’s son traces his genealogy back to
Martin Luther and makes connections to Ben Elton and Olivia Newton-John. (GVB) #30.3.20
Born, Rainer. Frege, in Stuart G. Shanker, ed., Philosophy of Science, Logic and Mathematics in
the Twentieth Century (London: Routledge, 2001), pp. 124–156. The author surveys the work of Frege,
distinguishing three important periods in Frege’s writing, the early period (1879–1891), the mature period
(1891–1904), and the late period (1906–1925). See the review by Volker Peckhaus in Mathematical
Reviews 2003b:01025. (HEK) #30.3.21
Böttcher, Frauke. Mathematische und Physikalische Literatur des 18. Jahrhunderts für Gebildete
Weibliche Laien [Mathematics and Physics Literature of the 18th Century for Educated Female Laymen],
in Eduard Fuchs, ed., Mathematics Throughout the Ages (Prague: Prometheus, 2001), pp. 221–231. In the
early 18th century the distinction between mathematics/natural sciences and arts/literature/philosophy
was not developed, allowing popular literature on mathematics and science that used “the complete
cultural environment.” (GVB) #30.3.22
Brading, Katherine A. Which Symmetry? Noether, Weyl, and Conservation of Electric Charge,
Studies in History and Philosophy of Science B. Studies in History and Philosophy of Modern Physics 33
(1) (2002), 3–22. Noether’s famous theorem on the connection between continuous “global” symmetries
and conserved quantities was accompanied by another theorem on “local” symmetries. Later work by
Weyl is shown here to be an application of Noether’s second theorem, “with a novel twist.” (GVB)
#30.3.23
Brady, Geraldine. From Peirce to Skolem. A Neglected Chapter in the History of Logic, Amsterdam:
North-Holland, 2000, xii + 468 pp., $144. This book focuses attention mainly on the part of the algebra
of logic which is mainly devoted to relations and quantifications. See the review by Marcel Guillaume in
Mathematical Reviews 2003b:03003. (HEK) #30.3.24
Brentjes, Sonja. Observations on Hermann of Carinthia’s Version of the Elements and its Relation to
the Arabic Transmission, Science in Context 14 (1–2) (2001), 39–84. A careful textual study particularly
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(GVB) #30.3.25
Burnett, Charles. The Coherence of the Arabic–Latin Translation Program in Toledo in the Twelfth
Century, Science in Context 14 (1–2) (2001), 249–288. The two principal translators in Toledo, Gerard of
Cremona and Dominicus Gundissalinus, concentrated on different areas of knowledge; Gerard followed
a clear program in his translations. (GVB) #30.3.26
Burnyeat, M.F. Plato on Why Mathematics Is Good for the Soul, in Timothy Smiley, ed.,
Mathematics and Necessity (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2000), pp. 1–81. In 16 chapters Burnyeat
answers Plato’s question concerning the worth of mathematics in developing ideal future leaders of in an
ideal city-state. See the review by Benno Artmann in Mathematical Reviews 2003c:01006. (TBC)
#30.3.27
Busard, H.L.L. Johannes de Tinemue’s Redaction of Euclid’s Elements, the So-Called Adelard III
Version, 2 vols., Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 2001, Vol. 1: i + 406 pp., Vol. 2: iv + 226 pp. The first
volume presents the Latin text of the 15 books. The second volume shows the many differences
between Version III and the Greek text. See the review by Eberhard Knobloch in Mathematical Reviews
2003c:01016. (TBC) #30.3.28
Calvo, Emilia. See #30.3.119 and #30.3.120.
Canada, Antonio. See #30.3.121.
Casti, John. Gödel: A Life of Logic, Cambridge, MA: Perseus Publishing, 2000. This book claims
to bring Gödel’s work to the attention of a broad audience, but the reviewer Anthony M. Ungar in
Mathematical Reviews 2003a:01020 cannot recommend it as such. (GSS) #30.3.29
Chandrasekhar, S. A Quest for Perspectives: Selected Works of S. Chandrasekhar with Commentary,
2 vols., edited by Kameshwar C. Wali, London: Imperial College Press, 2001, Vol. 1: x + 649 pp., Vol. 2:
viii + 778 pp., $88. Scientific contributions of mathematical astrophysicist S. Chandrasekhar representing
the chronological evolution of his thinking. Also includes interdisciplinary essays and lectures. See the
review by John Adam in Mathematical Reviews 2003a:01025. (GSS) #30.3.30
Chateaubriand, Oswaldo. Descriptions: Frege and Russell Combined, Synthese 130 (2) (2002),
213–226. This account of descriptions proposes to merge Frege’s and Russell’s main intuitions into a
single view. (GVB) #30.3.31
Chernecky, Vasily A. See #30.3.34.
Chisholm, M. Such Silver Currents: The Story of William and Lucy Clifford, 1845–1929, Cambridge:
Lutterworth Press, 2002, x + 198 pp., £17.50. An account of the lives of the celebrated mathematician
William Clifford and novelist Lucy Clifford, who spent only four years together. (GVB) #30.3.32
Christianidis, J.; Dialetis, D.; and Gavroglu, K. Aristarchus and Heliocentrism: A New Assessment
of the Nongeocentric Tradition in Greek Astronomy, Neusis 10 (2001), 3–44. Archimedes’s and others’
accounts of Aristarchus’s heliocentric theory is devoid of hostility toward it, reflecting the attitude of a
new mathematical culture in the making from 300 B.C. to 150 B.C. (GVB) #30.3.33
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Cizmar, Jan. Birational Transformations, 1860–1960. A Historical Example [in Slovak], in Jindrˇich
Becˇvárˇ and Eduard Fuchs, eds., Mathematics Throughout the Ages, I [in Czech] (Prague: Prometheus,
1998), pp. 79–98. This paper combines the short history of the theory of birational transformations with
an insight into the theory and practical applications of this topic. See the review by Vasily A. Chernecky
in Mathematical Reviews 2003c:14001. (TBC) #30.3.34
Cohen, Michael. Was Wittgenstein a Plagiarist? Philosophy 76 (297) (2001), 451–459. In the paper
the argument of L. Goldstein (Philosophy 74 (290) (1999), 499–513) for his thesis that L. Wittgenstein
was a plagiarist (had plagiarized the writings of others, in particular of Russell and Bolzano) is discussed
and examined. See the review by Roman Murawski in Mathematical Reviews 2003b:01045. (HEK)
#30.3.35
Cooke, Roger L. See #30.3.4.
Corrales-Rodrigáñez, Capi. See #30.3.62 and #30.3.77.
Corry, Leo. The Empiricist Roots of Hilbert’s Axiomatic Approach, in Vincent F. Hendricks, Stig
Andur Pedersen, and Klaus Frovin Jørgensen, eds., Proof Theory (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2000), pp. 35–54.
Signs of the work of Heinrich Hertz, Carl Neumann, and Paul Volkman on the role of first principles in
physics may be identified in Hilbert’s early axiomatic work. (GVB) #30.3.36
Craik, Alex D.D. James Ivory’s Last Papers on the “Figure of the Earth” (with Biographical
Additions), Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 56 (2) (2002), 187–204. Ivory’s late work
on the gravitational attraction of ellipsoids received a favorable review by George Airy but was attacked
by Isaac Todhunter much later. (GVB) #30.3.37
Crépel, Pierre. See #30.3.56 and #30.3.83.
D’Alessandro, Paolo; and Napolitani, Pier Daniele. The First Contacts between Maurolico and
Clavius: On the Letter of Francesco Maurolico to Francisco Borgia [in Italian], Nuncius 16 (2) (2001),
520–522. A new edition of this letter demonstrates that the relationship between Maurolico and Clavius
did not begin before July 1569. (GVB) #30.3.38
Dauben, Joseph W. See #30.3.18 and #30.3.110.
Dawson, John W. Jr. See #30.3.144.
De Gandt, François. Mathematics and the Reelaboration of Truths, in Emily Grosholz and Herbert
Breger, The Growth of Mathematical Knowledge (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2000), 121–132. Through the
examination of a variety of examples the author claims that mathematics is not defined by a special
sort of object or by a particular domain, but can be characterized as a process of re-elaboration of truths
given by experience or by an imperfect theory. See the review by Pierre Kerszberg in Mathematical
Reviews 2003c:00006. (TBC) #30.3.39
De Parme, Blaise. Questiones Super Tractatus Logice Magistri Petri Hispani [in Latin], edited and
with an introduction by Joël Biard and Graziella Federici Vescovini [in French], with the collaboration of
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 30 (2003) 381–403 387Orsola Rignani and Valeria Sorge, Paris: Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin, 2001, 434 pp. Biagio Pelacani
da Parma [Blasse de Parme] was one of the most important masters of logic in fourteenth-century Italy
(as well as a celebrated mathematician and astronomer). See the review by Paloma Pérez-Ilzarbe in
Mathematical Reviews 2003b:01016. (HEK) #30.3.40
De Young, Gregg. The Ashka¯l Al-Ta’sis of Al-Samarqandı¯: A Translation and Study, Zeitschrift für
Geschichte der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften 14 (2001), 57–117. The author presents an English
translation and careful study of a medieval Arabic work containing a selection of definitions, postulates
and theorems from the Elements (mostly Book 1). See the review by J. Lennart Berggren in Mathematical
Reviews 2003c:01013. (TBC) #30.3.41
Dejnožka, Jan. Russell and MacColl: Reply to I. Grattan-Guinness [“Are Other Logics Possible?
MacColl’s Logic and some English Reactions, 1905–1912,” Nordic J. Philos. Logic 3 (1998), No. 1–2,
1–16 (1999)], J. Wolen´ski [“MacColl on Modalities,” ibid., 133–140], and S. Read [“Hugh MacColl and
the Algebra of Strict Implication,” ibid., 59–83], Nordic Journal of Philosophical Logic 6 (1) (2001),
20–42. Attempts to answer how Hugh MacColl’s position on modalities was taken up and adapted by
Bertrand Russell. The author holds that Russell accepts a modified version of MacColl’s theory. See the
review by Philip A. Beeley in Mathematical Reviews 2003a:03006. (GSS) #30.3.42
Detlefsen, Michael. Philosophy of Mathematics in the Twentieth Century, in Stuart G. Shanker, ed.,
Philosophy of Science, Logic and Mathematics in the Twentieth Century (London: Routledge, 2001),
pp. 50–123. The paper is devoted to the development of the philosophy of mathematics in the twentieth
century. See the review by Roman Murawski in Mathematical Reviews 2003b:00004. (HEK) #30.3.43
Dialetis, D. See #30.3.33.
Djebbar, Ahmed. See #30.3.68.
Duda, Roman. The Academician Luzin Affair [in Polish], Wiadomosci Matematyczne 37 (2001),
27–46. The article describes in a very interesting way the story from the 1930s when the Soviet
mathematician Nikolai Nikolaevich Luzin was attacked by the Soviet Union regime because of his non-
Marxist opinions. The article is mainly based on the book edited by S.S. Demidov and B.V. Levshin
[The Case of Academician Nikolaı˘ Nikolaevich Luzin [in Russian], St. Petersburg: RKhGI, 1999]. See
the review by Krzysztof Ciesielski in Mathematical Reviews 2003c:01046. (TBC) #30.3.44
Duda, Roman. See also #30.3.6 and #30.3.89.
Dyson, Freeman J. See #30.3.15.
Ezquerro, José A.; Gutiérrez, José M.; Hernández, Miguel A.; and Salanova, M. Amparo. Halley’s
Method: Perhaps the Most “Rediscovered” Method in the World [in Spanish], in Luis Español and Juan L.
Varona, eds., Margarita Mathematica [in Spanish] (Logroño: Universidad de La Rioja, 2001), pp. 205–
220. Halley’s method is a third-order iterative method for solving nonlinear equations. See the review by
Volker Peckhaus in Mathematical Reviews 2003b:65003. (HEK) #30.3.45
Farriani, Maurizio. Logic and Language in Boole: A Historical Reconstruction [in Italian], in
Evandro Agazzi and Nikla Vassallo, eds., George Boole: Philosophy, Logic, Mathematics [in Italian]
388 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 30 (2003) 381–403(Milan: Franco Angeli, 1998), pp. 47–74. Discusses several linguists and philosophers who influenced
Boole, and examines Boole’s analysis of categorical propositions. (GVB) #30.3.46
Ferraro, Giovanni. Convergence and Formal Manipulation of Series from the Origins of Calculus to
About 1730, Annals of Science 59 (2) (2002), 179–199. Early practitioners of the calculus manipulated
series without regard to convergence considerations, working with infinite processes as extensions of
finite ones. (GVB) #30.3.47
Folkerts, Menso. Early Texts on Hindu–Arabic Calculation, Science in Context 14 (1–2) (2001),
13–38. Discusses the transmission of the decimal place value system from India through Islam to
the West, emphasizing the history of the manuscripts of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s early ninth-century work on
arithmetic. (GVB) #30.3.48
Forfar, David O. James Clerk Maxwell: His Qualities of Mind and Personality as Judged by His
Contemporaries, Mathematics Today 38 (3) (2002), 83–90. “Clerk Maxwell is now recognised as one
of the three most creative geniuses of theoretical physics, and it is revealing to look at the views of his
colleagues at the time.” (GVB) #30.3.49
Franci, R. See #30.3.135.
Fraser, Craig. Hamilton–Jacobi Methods and Weierstrassian Field Theory in the Calculus of
Variations: A Study in the Interaction of Mathematics and Physics, in E. Groshold and H. Breger, eds.,
The Growth of Mathematical Knowledge (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2000), pp. 93–101. Discusses aspects of
the relation between mathematical analysis and theoretical mechanics between 1700 and 1900, especially
the classical example of the calculus of variations and Hamilton–Jacobi theory. (GVB) #30.3.50
Fraser, Craig G. See also #30.3.130.
Fuchs, Eduard. See #30.3.9, #30.3.10, #30.3.11, and #30.3.12.
Fujii, Masatoshi; and Nakamura, Masahiro. Bonsall’s Constructions of Spectral Measures and
Successive Approximation in Wazan, Scientiae Mathematicae Japonicae 55 (3) (2002), 581–582.
Compares Bonsall’s approximation with a successive approximation to obtain the root of a cubic equation
given by Yoshimasu Murase about 300 years ago, concluding that they are essentially the same. (GVB)
#30.3.51
Ganeri, Jonardon. Objectivity and Proof in Classical Indian Theory of Number, Synthese 129
(3) (2001), 413–437. The author investigates how the Nyaya–Vaisesika school of Indian philosophy
struggled with the concept of number. See the review by Takao Hayashi in Mathematical Reviews
2003a:01011. (GSS) #30.3.52
Garbolino, Paolo. George Boole and Laplace’s Ghost [in Italian], in Evandro Agazzi and Nikla
Vassallo, eds., George Boole: Philosophy, Logic, Mathematics [in Italian] (Milan: Franco Angeli, 1998),
pp. 97–110. Boole’s method to solve the problem of calculating the probabilities of propositions given
certain constraints is a near-miss to the eventual solution given by Edwin Jaynes’s maximum entropy
formalism. (GVB) #30.3.53
Garibaldi, A.C. See #30.3.99.
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Gladwell, Graham M.L. Seminal Ideas in Integral Methods, in P. Schiavone, C. Constanda, and
A. Mioduchowski, eds., Integral Methods in Science and Engineering (Boston: Birkhäuser, 2002), pp.
87–97. In the author’s own words: “The historical material is largely taken from M. Kline’s Mathematical
Thought from Ancient to Modern Times.” (TBC) #30.3.54
Glas, Eduard. See #30.3.141.
Gómez-Torrente, Mario. The Problem of Logical Constants, Bulletin of Symbolic Logic 8 (1) (2002),
1–37. The author aims to consider the requirements that a theory of logical constants ought to satisfy.
The paper concerns the philosophy of logic, but it also contains much historical material. See the review
by Ignacio Angelelli in Mathematical Reviews 2003a:03013. (GSS) #30.3.55
Guillaume, Marcel. See #30.3.24.
Günergun, Feza. See #30.3.68.
Gustafson, Sven-Åke. See #30.3.75.
Gutiérrez, José M. See #30.3.45.
Hacking, Ian. What Mathematics Has Done to Some and Only Some Philosophers, in Timothy
Smiley, ed., Mathematics and Necessity (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2000), pp. 83–138. The interesting
question “how is pure mathematics possible?” troubled only some philosophers. Among those discussed
are Mill, Plato, Leibniz, Descartes, Lakatos, and Wittgenstein. See the review by Pierre Crépel in
Mathematical Reviews 2003b:00006. (GVB) #30.3.56
Harada, Koichiro. Michio Suzuki, in Eiichi Bannai, Hiroshi Suzuki, Hiroyoshi Yamaki, and To-
moyuki Yoshida, eds., Groups and Combinatorics—In Memory of Michio Suzuki (Tokyo: Mathematical
Society of Japan, 2001), pp. 1–39. A mathematical biography of group theorist Michio Suzuki, a leader
in the classification of finite simple groups. Includes personal observations of the author. See the review
by Christopher Simons in Mathematical Reviews 2003a:20001. (GSS) #30.3.57
Hayashi, Takao. See #30.3.52.
Hendricks, Vincent F.; Pedersen, Stig Andur; and Jørgensen, Klaus Frovin, eds. Proof Theory:
History and Philosophical Significance, Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2000, xii + 244 pp., $108. A collection of
nine papers from a conference held in 1997 at the University of Roskilde. Most of the papers will be
abstracted separately. (GVB) #30.3.58
Hernández, Miguel A. See #30.3.45.
Herrlich, H. See #30.3.86.
Hitchcock, David. Fallacies and Formal Logic in Aristotle, History and Philosophy of Logic 21 (3)
(2000), 207–221. An analysis of the 64 examples of “sophistical refutations” in his work of the same
name which are fallacious because they are only apparently valid. (GVB) #30.3.59
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.
r ibn cIra¯q and al-S
.
agha¯nı¯ to the Theory of
Seasonal Hour Lines on Astrolabes and Sundials, Zeitschrift für Geschichte der Arabisch–Islamischen
Wissenschaften 14 (2001), 1–30. This article studies the efforts of two tenth-century mathematicians,
both writing in Arabic, and both determining mathematically why the lines usually marked on a plane
sundial were not really straight lines, and curves on a plate of an astrolabe not really parts of circles. See
the review by George Saliba in Mathematical Reviews 2003b:01013. (HEK) #30.3.60
Hogendijk, Jan P. The Surface Area of the Bicylinder and Archimedes’ Method, Historia Mathe-
matica 29 (2) (2002), 199–203. In the Method Archimedes asserts that the volume of the bicylinder is
two-thirds the volume of the cube whose edge is equal to the diameter of the cylinders; this note claims
that the fact that the ratio of the surface area of the bicylinder to this cube is also 2 : 3 was known to
Archimedes. (GVB) #30.3.61
Hogendijk, Jan P. See also #30.3.112 and #30.3.142.
Hormigón Blánquez, Mariano; and Martínez García, Ma. de los Ángeles. Echegaray and the
Modernization of Mathematics in Spain: The Ateneo Lectures [in Spanish], in Luis Español and Juan
L. Varona, eds., Margarita Mathematica [in Spanish] (Logroño: Universidad de La Rioja, 2001),
pp. 307–331. José Echegaray, engineer and winner of the 1904 Nobel Prize in Literature, was a man
of many interests and facets. Between 1886 and 1901, Echegaray gave several series of lectures on the
subjects of Galois theory and elliptic functions at the Escuela Superior del Ateneo Científico y Literario
de Madrid. In their article, the authors analyze the content of Echegaray’s courses, as well as their social
impact and the contribution they made to the process of modernizing mathematical activities in 20th-
century Spain. See the review by Capi Corrales-Rodrigáñez in Mathematical Reviews 2003b:01048.
(HEK) #30.3.62
Høyrup, Jens. On a Collection of Geometrical Riddles and Their Role in the Shaping of Four to Six
“Algebras,” Science in Context 14 (1–2) (2001), 85–131. This article deals with the relationship among
the “algebras” of several distinct civilizations. It traces the appearance of a number of mathematical
riddles from their earliest appearance in the Old Babylonian scribal school through their reappearance in
various guises in Euclid’s Elements and then in India, the Islamic world, and finally Renaissance Europe.
See the review by Victor J. Katz in Mathematical Reviews 2003b:01005. (HEK) #30.3.63
Høyrup, Jens. A Note on Old Babylonian Computational Techniques, Historia Mathematica 29 (2)
(2002), 193–198. An analysis of errors in two Old Babylonian “algebraic” problems shows that the
computations were performed on a device such as a counting board or abacus. (GVB) #30.3.64
Hsu, Jong-Ping; and Zhang, Yuan-Zhong. Lorentz and Poincaré Invariance: 100 Years of Relativity,
River Edge, NJ: World Scientific Publishing, 2001, xxxii + 583 pp., $86. This collection gives a historical
survey of the introduction of Lorentz and Poincaré invariances. It also contains the implications of
Lorentz and Poincaré groups, including papers by Dirac, and a view is expressed that the postulate of the
universal constancy of the speed of light is not a necessary component of relativity. See the review by
Markku Lehto in Mathematical Reviews 2003b:83001. (HEK) #30.3.65
Hyder, David Jalal. Physiological Optics and Physical Geometry, Science in Context 14 (3) (2001),
419–456. Hermann von Helmholtz’s distinction between “pure intuitive” and “physical” geometry, contra
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 30 (2003) 381–403 391Kant, is explained with reference to the competing work of Hermann Grassmann and the young James
Clerk Maxwell. (GVB) #30.3.66
Ibragimov, I.A. The Works of S.N. Bernstein in Probability Theory [in Russian], in N.N. Ural’tseva,
ed., Proceedings of the St. Petersburg Mathematical Society, Vol. 8 [in Russian] (Novosibirsk: Nauchnaya
Kniga, 2000), pp. 96–120. A survey of the probabilistic writings of Sergei N. Bernstein on sums of
random variables and related topics. See the review by E. Seneta in Mathematical Reviews 2003a:01018.
(GSS) #30.3.67
Ihsanoglu, Ekmeleddin; Djebbar, Ahmed; and Günergun, Feza, eds. Science, Technology and
Industry in the Ottoman World, Turnhout: Brepols Publishers, 2000, 153 pp. This collection of 10 papers
emerges from a session held at the International Congress of History of Science in Liège in July 1997.
Some of the papers will be abstracted individually. (GVB) #30.3.68
Jackiw, Roman; and Shimony, Abner. The Depth and Breadth of John Bell’s Physics, Physics in
Perspective 4 (1) (2002), 78–116. A short biography and recognition of John Bell’s work. See the review
by Arne Schirrmacher in Mathematical Reviews 2003c:01050. (TBC) #30.3.69
Jadhav, Dipak. The Laws of Logarithms in India, Historia Scientiarum 11 (3) (2001), 261–267.
Claims that certain verses in the Trilokasa¯ra contain references to laws of logarithms applied in base 2.
(GVB) #30.3.70
James, R.D. See #30.3.7.
Jørgensen, Klaus Frovin. See #30.3.58.
Kahle, Reinhard. See #30.3.106.
Katz, Victor J. See #30.3.63 and #30.3.95.
Kerszberg, Pierre. See #30.3.39 and 30.3.122.
Kharmalov, P.V. Galileo—The Founder of Mechanics [in Russian], Mekhanika Tverdogo Tela 30
(2000), 258–283. Discusses the role of experimentation and critical analysis in Galileo’s discoveries, his
diplomatic adroitness, and the “heroism of his conduct at the time of his so-called ‘recantation.”’ (GVB)
#30.3.71
Klir, George J. Foundations of Fuzzy Set Theory and Fuzzy Logic: A Historical Overview,
International Journal of General Systems 30 (2) (2001), 91–132. This discussion revolves around the
paradigm shift caused by the 1965 paper “Fuzzy Sets” by L.A. Zadeh (Information and Control 8,
338–353). (GVB) #30.3.72
Klotzek, Benno. Stetigkeit und Unstetigkeit in der Geometrie [Continuity and Discontinuity in
Geometry], in Eduard Fuchs, ed., Mathematics Throughout the Ages (Prague: Prometheus, 2001),
pp. 131–146. The author starts with the history of measuring and Greek geometry and then surveys
Hilbert’s axiom system for Euclidean geometry, discussing the important of the circle axiom. Ends with
a discussion of Riemannian geometry, Lie groups, and discrete groups. See the review by Victor V.
Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2003a:01003. (GSS) #30.3.73
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Knorr, Wilbur. On Heiberg’s Euclid, Science in Context 14 (1–2) (2001), 133–143. A debate between
Martin Klamroth and J.L. Heiberg concerning textual choices for the upcoming edition of Euclid’s
Elements was won by Heiberg. Knorr reconstructs the arguments and asserts that Klamroth may have
been right. (GVB) #30.3.74
Kortanek, Ken O. On the 1962–1972 Decade of Semi-infinite Programming: A Subjective View, in
Miguel Á. Goberna and Marco A. López, eds., Semi-infinite Programming: Recent Advances (Dordrecht:
Kluwer, 2001), pp. 3–41. Kortanek gives a comprehensive account of the research efforts in semi-
infinite programming during an active decade in this field. See the review by Sven-Åke Gustafson in
Mathematical Reviews 2003b:90005. (HEK) #30.3.75
Kracht, Manfred W. In Honor of Professor Erwin Kreyszig on His Eightieth Birthday, Complex
Variables. Theory and Applications 47 (6) (2002), 453–461. Contains a biography and complete list of
the mathematician and historian of mathematics Kreyszig’s works. (GVB) #30.3.76
Lang, Serge. Comments on Non-references in Weil’s Works, Mitteilungen der Deutschen Mathema-
tiker-Vereinigung 2002 (1), 49–56. The author gives concrete examples to support his claim that
Weil consciously hid the work of his predecessors. See the review by Capi Corrales-Rodrigáñez in
Mathematical Reviews 2003c:01058. (TBC) #30.3.77
Laugwitz, Detlef. Controversies About Numbers and Functions, in E. Groshold and H. Breger, eds.,
The Growth of Mathematical Knowledge (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2000), pp. 177–198. The author proposes
the study of controversies as a fruitful and objective means to find out the “tacit knowledge” of a particular
scientific community, as controversies often arise when “parties no longer agree about earlier hidden
assumptions.” See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2003b:00007. (HEK)
#30.3.78
Laugwitz, Detlef. Curt Schmieden’s Approach to Infinitesimals. An Eye-Opener to the Historiogra-
phy of Analysis, in Peter Schuster, Ulrich Berger, and Horst Osswald, eds., Reuniting the Antipodes—
Constructive and Nonstandard Views of the Continuum (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2001), pp. 127–142.
Schmieden, with the author of this paper, introduced an infinitely large natural number  to real analysis
in 1958, which turned out to be less powerful than Abraham Robinson’s nonstandard analysis but was
helpful in understanding aspects of the work of Cauchy, Fourier, and Euler. (GVB) #30.3.79
Laugwitz, Detlef. Debates about Infinity in Mathematics around 1890: The Cantor–Veronese
Controversy, Its Origins and Its Outcome, NTM (N.S.) 10 (2) (2002), 102–126. This is an excellent
presentation of the controversy surrounding the existence of infinitely small and infinitely large elements
in ordered fields. See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2003b:01027. (HEK)
#30.3.80
Lehto, Markku. See #30.3.65.
Leibrock, Gerd. Meine Freundin Sophie: Carl Friedrich Gauß’s Brieffreundschaft mit Sophie
Germain [My Friend Sophie: Carl Friedrich Gauss’s Friendship, via Correspondence, with Sophie
Germain], Gauss-Gesellschaft e. V. Göttingen Mitteilungen 38 (2001), 17–28. Sophie Germain was one
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Disquisitiones arithmeticae. (GVB) #30.3.81
Lepka, Karel. History of Fermat Quotients (Fermat—Lerch) [in Czech], Prague: Prometheus, 2000,
108 + xiv pp. The author presents the history of Fermat’s Little Theorem and the Fermat quotients from
1635–1910. The contributions of Jacobi, Eisenstein, Sylvester, and the Czech mathematician Matyaš
Lerch are included. See the review by L. Skula in Mathematical Reviews 2003a:11002. (GSS) #30.3.82
Leti, Giuseppe. Official Statistics in Italy from Its Origins to Today [in Italian], Bollettino della
Unione Matematica Italiana Sezione A. La Matematica nella Società e nella Cultura (8) 3 (1) (2000),
1–39. A description of the official statistics kept in Italy as well as the people and the government agencies
involved. See the review by Pierre Crépel in Mathematical Reviews 2003a:62008. (GSS) #30.3.83
Lewis, Albert C. See #30.3.108 and #30.3.151.
Lorch, Richard. Greek–Arabic–Latin: The Transmission of Mathematical Texts in the Middle Ages,
Science in Context 14 (1–2) (2001), 313–331. Various factors in the transmission of texts through
different languages can complicate their study. Includes a list of translations and a large bibliography.
(GVB) #30.3.84
Lorentz, G.G. Mathematics and Politics in the Soviet Union from 1928 to 1953, Journal of
Approximation Theory 116 (2) (2002), 169–223. This account of the relation between mathematics
and politics in the USSR during the Stalin era, partly from personal experiences, describes Egorov’s
administrative talent, Lusin’s school, and Kolmogorov’s genius. (GVB) #30.3.85
Lowen, R. See #30.3.86.
Lowen-Colebbunders, E.; and Lowen, R. Supercategories of Top and the Inevitable Emergence of
Topological Constructs, in C.E. Aull and R. Lowen, Handbook of the History of General Topology,
Vol. 3 (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2001), pp. 969–1026. This is a historical overview of the interplay between
numerous supercategories of Top introduced in the 20th century and the theory of topological constructs.
The reviewer, H. Herrlich, calls this article a brilliant survey. See the review in Mathematical Reviews
2003c:54021. (TBC) #30.3.86
Lukeš, B.J. See #30.3.125.
Macˇák, Karel; and Schuppener, Georg. Mathematics at the Jesuit Clementine University During the
Years 1600–1740 [in Czech], Prague: Prometheus, 2001, 193 pp. Contains a 50-page description of the
origins of mathematical education at the university, followed by a 130-page list of publications emanating
from it. (GVB) #30.3.87
MacKinnon, Murray J. See #30.3.145.
Magnani, Lorenzo. Philosophy and Geometry. Theoretical and Historical Issues, Dordrecht:
Kluwer, 2001, xx + 249 pp., $88. This book centers on defending Kantian schematism, including a
number of historical considerations, among them the claim that Proclus anticipated Kant’s view of
geometry. See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2003b:00008. (GVB)
#30.3.88
394 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 30 (2003) 381–403Mardešic´, Sibe. Topology in Eastern Europe 1900–1950, Topology Proceedings 25 (Spring) (2000),
397–430. This paper is a collection of separate notes presenting some topological achievements made
by mathematicians from the following countries (in the order of presentation): Poland, the Soviet Union,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Greece, and Turkey. See the somewhat critical
review by Roman Duda in Mathematical Reviews 2003c:01033. (TBC) #30.3.89
Markku Lehto. Mathematics, Music and J.S. Bach, Rendiconti del Seminario della Facoltà
dell’Università di Cagliari 70 (2) (2000), 1–20. This expository article is divided into two parts:
1. Mathematics and music; 2. J.S. Bach. See the review by Christoph J. Scriba in Mathematical Reviews
2003b:00013. (HEK) #30.3.90
Martinez, E.; and Rafael, J. “Hanc Marginis Exigu˝itas Non Caperet.” So Says Fermat, “The Greatest
Man On Earth” [in Spanish], Miscelánea Matemática 34 (2001), 1–23. The author of this paper presents
a brief biography of Pierre Fermat and gives several examples that show the distinguishing features of
Fermat’s mathematics. See the review by Paz Morillo in Mathematical Reviews 2003c:11001. (TBC)
#30.3.91
Martinez Garcia, Ma. de los Ángeles. See #30.3.62.
Martinich, A.P.; and Sosa, David, eds. A Companion to Analytic Philosophy, Oxford: Blackwell
Publishers, 2001. A compilation of 39 articles on 41 figures of analytic philosophy of the twentieth
century, ranging from Frege, Russell, and G.E. Moore to Saul Kripke and David Lewis. See the review
by Jaime Nubiola in Mathematical Reviews 2003a:00010. (GSS) #30.3.92
Matvievskaya, G.P. See #30.3.16.
McLarty, Colin. Voir-Dire in the Case of Mathematical Progress, in Emily Grosholz and Herbert
Breger, eds., The Growth of Mathematical Knowledge (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2000), pp. 269–280. This
article concerns the relationship between rigor and progress in mathematics; in particular, rigor has a
unifying effect to mathematics. See the review by Jonathan Bain in Mathematical Reviews 2003c:01062.
(TBC) #30.3.93
McMullin, Ernan. The Origins of the Field Concept in Physics, Physics in Perspective 4 (1) (2002),
13–39. Traces the origin of the concept of a field back to Johannes Kepler and Isaac Newton, through
Roger Boscovich and Immanuel Kant, and finally to Michael Faraday and James Clerk Maxwell. (GVB)
#30.3.94
Mendelson, E. See #30.3.8.
Mignotte, Maurice; and Stefanescu, Doru. La Première Méthode Générale de Factorisation des
Polynômes. Autour d’un Mémoire de F.T. Schubert, Revue d’Histoire des Mathématiques 7 (1) (2001),
67–89. The authors of this paper show that Isaac Newton was the first to propose a procedure for
factorization of integer polynomials, published in his Arithmetica universalis in 1707. See the review
by Victor J. Katz in Mathematical Reviews 2003b:01023. (HEK) #30.3.95
Moffatt, H.K. G.K. Batchelor and the Homogenization of Turbulence, Annual Review of Fluid
Mechanics 34 (2002), 19–35. This paper concentrates on Batchelor’s contributions to the theory of
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turbulence. (GVB) #30.3.96
Moll, Victor H.; Nowalsky, Judith L.; and Solanilla, Leonardo. The Story of Landen, the Hyperbola
and the Ellipse, Elemente der Mathematik 57 (1) (2002), 19–25. This note describes Landen’s 18th-
century work on rectifying the arc of a hyperbola in terms of an ellipse and a circle. (GVB) #30.3.97
Morillo, Paz. See #30.3.91.
Mugnai, Massimo. Boole and Psychologism: The Characterization of Logical Laws in An Investi-
gation of the Laws of Thought, in Evandro Agazzi and Nikla Vassallo, eds., George Boole: Philosophy,
Logic, Mathematics (Milan: Franco Angeli, 1998), pp. 111–130. Contains a comparison of Boole’s psy-
chologism (which is not as naïve as is usually assumed) with Husserl’s criticism of psychologism in his
Logical Investigations. (GVB) #30.3.98
Murawski, Roman. See #30.3.35, #30.3.43, and #30.3.133.
Nagliati, Iolanda. The Early Research of Enrico Betti in his Correspondence with Mossotti [in
Italian], Bollettino di Storia delle Scienze Matematiche 20 (2000), 3–85. This article presents the
correspondence between Betti (1813–1892) and Mossotti (1791–1863), his teacher at the University of
Pisa. See the review by A.C. Garibaldi in Mathematical Reviews 2003c:01027. (TBC) #30.3.99
Napolitani, Pier Daniele. See #30.3.38.
Natanson, G.I. See #30.3.152.
Navarro, Luis. See #30.3.14.
Nowalsky, Judith L. See #30.3.97.
Nubiola, Jaime. See #30.3.92 and #30.3.116.
Nyikos, Peter J. A History of the Normal Moore Space Problem, in C.E. Aull and R. Lowen,
Handbook of the History of General Topology, Vol. 3 (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2001), pp. 1179–1212. This
article traces the history of the normal Moore space conjecture: Every normal Moore space is metrizable.
The exposition ends with a list of open problems. See the review by Miroslav Repicky in Mathematical
Reviews 2003c:54001. (TBC) #30.3.100
Ogawa, Tsukane. A Review of the History of Japanese Mathematics, Revue d’Histoire des
Mathématiques 7 (1) (2001), 137–155. This article, not aimed at specialists, concentrates on the past
century and contains a large bibliography of works in European languages. (GVB) #30.3.101
Okasha, Samir. What Did Hume Really Show about Induction? Philosophical Quarterly 51 (204)
(2001), 307–327. Casts doubt on the widespread opinion among contemporary philosophers that Hume’s
argument against induction is “irrefutable on its own terms.” (GVB) #30.3.102
Pambuccian, Victor V. See #30.3.73, #30.3.78, #30.3.80, #30.3.88, and #30.3.143.
Papazian, Michael B. Chrysippus and the Destruction of Propositions: A Defence of the Standard
Interpretation, History and Philosophy of Logic 22 (1) (2001), 1–12. Chrysippus’s denial of the principle
396 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 30 (2003) 381–403that the impossible does not follow from the possible relies on the idea that some propositions are
“destroyed” or “perish.” This article defends the standard view that the propositions are actually destroyed
against an alternate interpretation proposed by H.A. Ide in 1992 that the propositions are false, but persist
after destruction. (GVB) #30.3.103
Parmentier, Marc. Démonstrations et Infiniment Petits dans la Quadratura Arithmetica de Leibniz,
Revue d’Histoire des Sciences 54 (3) (2001), 275–289. This text, lost until recently reconstituted by
Eberhard Knobloch, demonstrated that the indirect method of quadratures (using reductio ad absurdum)
is equivalent to the direct method (using infinitesimals). (GVB) #30.3.104
Pauli, Wolfgang. Scientific Correspondence with Bohr, Einstein, Heisenberg, et al. Vol. IV, Part III:
1955–1956, edited by Karl von Meyenn, Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 2001. Pauli’s correspondence during
this period is influenced by the neutrino theory for a quantum theory of weak interactions and the
formulation of the CP theorem as a fundamental axiom of the theory of elementary particles and their
interactions. Also discussed is the relationship between western physicists and those of the eastern bloc.
See the review by H. Treder in Mathematical Reviews 2003a:01027. (GSS) #30.3.105
Peckhaus, Volker; and Kahle, Reinhard. Hilbert’s Paradox, Historia Mathematica 29 (2) (2002),
157–175. Hilbert’s paradox, similar to Cantor’s but of “purely mathematical nature,” according to Hilbert
initiated Zermelo’s version of the Zermelo–Russell paradox. (GVB) #30.3.106
Peckhaus, Volker. See also #30.3.21, #30.3.45, #30.3.117, #30.3.131, #30.3.146, and #30.3.149.
Pedersen, Stig Andur. See #30.3.58.
Pelczar, Andrzej. Differential Equations in Poland. An Outline of Their History until the Mid-
Seventies of the Twentieth Century [in Polish], Wiadomosci Matematyczne 37 (2001), 63–118. A survey
of the achievements in differential equations by Polish mathematicians from the eighteenth century to
the mid-seventies of the twentieth century. See the review by Jolanta Przybycin in Mathematical Reviews
2003c:01055. (TBC) #30.3.107
Pérez-Ilzarbe, Paloma. See #30.3.40.
Phili, Christine. Some Aspects of Scientific Society in Athens at the End of the XIXth Century:
Mathematics and Mathematicians, Archives Internationales d’Histoire des Sciences 50 (145) (2000),
302–320. This paper contains a discussion of the establishment of modern mathematics in higher
educational institutions in Greece. The summary focuses on the Military School in Nafplion and the
University of Athens as well as on Vassilios Lacon and his student Ioannis Hadjidakis. See the review by
Albert C. Lewis in Mathematical Reviews 2003a:01016. (GSS) #30.3.108
Pincock, Christopher. Russell’s Influence on Carnap’s Aufbau, Synthese 131 (1) (2002), 1–37. Two
recent books (Reconsidering Logical Positivism by M. Friedman and Carnap’s Construction of the World
by A.W. Richardson) argue that the Aufbau is firmly grounded in neo-Kantian philosophy, opposing
Quine and Goodman’s view as an attempt to carry out Russell’s external world program. This paper
argues that both sides have incorrectly interpreted Russell. (GVB) #30.3.109
Potter, Michael. Reason’s Nearest Kin. Philosophies of Arithmetic from Kant to Carnap, Oxford:
Oxford Univ. Press, 2000. This book offers a survey of the changes in approach to developing
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 30 (2003) 381–403 397philosophies of arithmetic from Kant to Carnap. See the review by Joseph W. Dauben in Mathematical
Reviews 2003b:03005. (HEK) #30.3.110
Przybycin, Jolanta. See #30.3.107.
Rafael, J. See #30.3.91.
Ragep, F. Jamil. T
.
u¯sı¯ and Copernicus: The Earth’s Motion in Context, Science in Context 14 (1–2)
(2001), 145–163. A passage in the De revolutionibus indicates that Copernicus was aware (perhaps
indirectly) of an Islamic tradition dealing with a problem regarding the rotation of the Earth. (GVB)
#30.3.111
Rankin, Robert. See #30.3.15.
Rashed, Roshdi. Les Mathématiques Infinitésimales du IXe au XIe Siècle. Vol. III. Ibn al-Haytham:
Théorie des Coniques, Constructions Géométriques et Géométrie Pratique, London: Al-Furqa¯n Islamic
Heritage Foundation, 2000, xviii + 1034 + v pp. The third volume in this series contains Arabic
editions and French translations with commentary of nine texts by the medieval Islamic mathematician
Ibn al-Haytham (ca. A.D. 965–1041). See the review by Jan P. Hogendijk in Mathematical Reviews
2003c:01011 (TBC) #30.3.112
Render, Hermann. See #30.3.136.
Repicky, Miroslav. See #30.3.100.
Ritoré, Manuel; and Ros, Antonio. Some Updates on Isoperimetric Problems, Mathematical
Intelligencer 24 (3) (2002), 9–14. A description of discovering methods for solving certain isoperimetric
problems in Euclidean 3-space—those that involve the determination of a perimeter minimizing surface
under volume constraints, and possibly some additional boundary and symmetry conditions. These
methods depend on geometric measure theory developed in the 20th century. (FA) #30.3.113
Rommevaux, Sabine. Rationalité, Exprimabilité: Une Relecture Médiévale du Livre X des Éléments
d’Euclide [Rationality, Expressibility: A Medieval Reading of Book X of Euclid’s Elements], Revue
d’Histoire des Mathématiques 7 (1) (2001), 91–119. The author gives an account of the presentation of
Euclid’s Book X found in the edition of the 13th-century scholar Campanus. The important idea discussed
is the distinction between lines rational in length and lines rational in square. See the review by J. Lennart
Berggren in Mathematical Reviews 2003c:01017. (TBC) #30.3.114
Ros, Antonio. See #30.3.113.
Rossi, Corinna; and Tout, Christopher A. Were the Fibonacci Sequence and the Golden Section
Known in Ancient Egypt? Historia Mathematica 29 (2) (2002), 101–113. This discussion of the
Fibonacci sequence and the number ϕ concludes that both ϕ and the idea of convergence to ϕ are “quite
far from the ancient Egyptian mentality.” (GVB) #30.3.115
Rossi, Paolo. Logic and the Art of Memory. The Quest for a Universal Language, Chicago: Univ.
of Chicago Press, 2000, xxviii + 333 pp., $32. A translation into English of the second Italian edition of
398 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 30 (2003) 381–4031983. The author traces the development of the idea of a universal language from Ramon Lull to Leibniz.
See the review by Jaime Nubiola in Mathematical Reviews 2003a:01004. (GSS) #30.3.116
Rowe, David. The Calm before the Storm: Hilbert’s Early Views on Foundations, in Vincent F.
Hendricks, Stig Andur Pedersen, and Klaus Frovin Jørgensen, eds., Proof Theory (Dordrecht: Kluwer,
2000), pp. 55–93. This paper provides a comprehensive survey of David Hilbert’s views on the
foundations of mathematics in the time before the foundational crisis of the 1920s and before the
formalist programme and metamathematics were formulated. See the review by Volker Peckhaus in
Mathematical Reviews 2003c:03006. (TBC) #30.3.117
Rowe, David E. Is (Was) Mathematics an Art or a Science? Mathematical Intelligencer 24 (3)
(2002), 59–64. A wide-ranging discussion of this question first in the context of the state of mathematics
in German universities in the first part of the twentieth century as exemplified in the work of Felix Klein,
David Hilbert, and Henri Poincaré; second, in their influence on American universities through the work
of the mathematicians E.H. Moore and R.L. Moore, and later (inspired by the Hilbert school’s interest in
general relativity theory) on E.H. Moore’s students, G.D. Birkhoff and O. Veblen. Throughout the article,
Hilbert and the University of Göttingen occupy center stage. (FA) #30.3.118
Sabra, A.I. Reply to: “Arabic Versus Greek Astronomy: A Debate over the Foundations of Science.
Comments on: ‘Configuring the Universe: Aporetic, Problem Solving, and Kinematic Modeling as
Themes of Arabic Astronomy,”’ by G. Saliba, Perspectives on Science 8 (4) (2000), 342–345 (2001).
This paper contains the author’s reply to the paper by George Saliba mentioned in the heading, which,
in turn, was a comment on a previous paper by Sabra (Perspectives on Science 6 (3) (1998), 288–330
(1999), #29.1.155). See the review by Emilia Calvo in Mathematical Reviews 2003b:01015. See also
#30.3.120. (HEK) #30.3.119
Salanova, M. Ampari. See #30.3.45.
Saliba, George. Arabic Versus Greek Astronomy: A Debate over the Foundations of Science.
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